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Description  

 Title of the invention  

Hybrid Transmission With Input and Output Speeds Independent of 

Each Other  

 Technical field  

Transmissions of Power and Motion; Hybrid Transmissions; Hybrid 

Electric Vehicles. 

 Technical problem 
  

A huge challenge for transmission designers has been appeared: how 

to convert an arbitrary variable, including random or constant 

speed of the input shaft into the required, arbitrary variable, 

including constant speed of the output shaft, independent of the 

input shaft speed, without a speed control system? Related to this, 

first problem, an additional problem appears: if the first problem 

is solved, would it be possible to use such transmission to design 

the novel, competitive hybrid transmission for hybrid electric 

vehicles?  

 Background Art 

The problem of converting a rotational speed (hence after – speed) 

to variable and vice versa has been solved by continuously variable 

transmissions (CVTs) – classical variators: belting, traction, 

chain, electrical, hydraulic and combined. The CVTs have a variable 

transmission ratio, but the speed of input machine shaft is 

strongly dependent on its operation – it is dependent on the output 

machine shaft speed. Those conventional CVTs have been 

significantly improved by power-split CVTs [1 – 23] in which only a 

part of the input power passes through conventional CVT (commonly a 

belt type) to a planetary gear train with three rotating shafts 

(PGT), while the rest of the power enters the same PGT directly; 

the third shaft of the PGT is the output shaft of the transmission. 

Those or similar transmissions has been successfully built in some 

vehicles. Their main advantage is a possibility, by means of 
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control system, to optimise the fuel consumption of prime mover, 

commonly an engine, i.e. its efficiency. However, they still 

include a sliding friction components (belt or traction drive) 

causing a low transmission efficiency and above mentioned 

optimisation of engine did not give the expected results [6]. In 

addition, they have a low range of speed change and high production 

cost due to a  complex control system. In Toyota Prius hybrid 

vehicle, the transmission is built in without a friction component, 

just simple PGT [24] enabling engine and power-train optimisation. 

However, the power conversion system (two motor-generators, huge 

battery) and control system are complex and high cost and the 

efficiency is additionally reduced due to double conversion of AC 

to DC current and opposite. So far, those problems have been 

particularly solved in some wind turbines where the hybrid 

transmissions were offered to convert randomly variable speed of 

the wind turbine rotor into the constant speed of electric 

generator: Idan and Lior [25] proposed a hybrid variable-speed 

transmission for wind turbines using two-stage PGTs. In their 

design, the annulus gear speed of the second-stage PGT is 

controlled by three servo-motor/generators (SMGs) to maintain 

optimal rotor speed. The speed of the synchronous generator, 

coupled with the sun gear of the second stage, is held constant. 

The shortcoming of this proposal is the need for a frequency 

converter to deliver electrical energy to grid when the SMGs 

operate as generators. Xueyong and Maiβer [26] developed a power-

split differential transmission for a wind turbine with the 

addition of an electrically controlled And two speed adjustment 

gear pairs. One of the two output shafts is coupled with the 

generator; the other is fixed to the SMG. By controlling the speed 

of the SMG, the output generator speed is held constant. Besides 

the questionable addition of two gear trains, this design has the 

same shortcoming as that observed in the design from [25], i.e., an 

expensive frequency converter is required. Parrish [27] patented 

power-split CVT mechanisms comprising two planetary gear sets with 

a negative base gear ratio. Hsu and Huang [28] proposed a 

methodology to simplify the design of four-speed automatic 

automobile transmissions using PGTs connected in parallel. The 

basic shortcomings of two later solutions, beside others, are a 

high cost speed control systems, narrow speed ranges and too much 

brakes, torque converters, clutches and other. 
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Hybrid transmissions considered above has problems associated with 

connecting the SMGs to the grid. Namely, an important question has 

not been addressed in those papers: are the SMGs connected to the 

same high voltage grid as main generator or to some other, low 

voltage grid? If the former is true, then the additional 

transformer is needed between SMGs and the grid. When the power of 

SMGs is delivered to the grid, the frequency converter is needed to 

be built in.   

 

The applicant with his colleagues proposed a simple hybrid 

transmission for variable speed wind turbines, which consist of a 

single PGT with three rotating shafts, without any additional drive 

or torque converter, and simple control system consisting of 

control motor, microprocessor and few sensors [29, 30]. That 

transmission is capable of deliver the constant speed to generator 

within entire wind speed range, maximize the energy capture from 

wind in the zone of low wind speeds and deliver the constant power 

to the grid for wind speeds above the rated. In that, all 

shortcomings of existing hybrid transmissions, described above, are 

avoided. However, the shortcoming of that transmission is increased 

power of built in electric machines (generator and control motor).  

 

Independently controllable transmissions (ICTs) appeared recently, 

which are able to run the output shaft at the speed independent of 

the input speed, without a control system [31, 32]. They are 

patented by G. S. Hwang in Taiwan Patent Office and in US Patent 

Office. They consist of two PGTs with three rotating shafts 

connected in parallel with two conventional gear transmissions 

(CGTs): the input CGT that splits the input power in two parts and 

send them to PGTs as their input shafts, and the output CGT that 

receives the parts of PGTs powers through the first output shaft of 

each PGT, sums the powers and sends them to the first transmission 

output, so termed “free end”, shaft. The rest, third shafts of PGTs 

are the output shafts of the transmission; one of them is connected 

to the control motor - generator (hence after – CMG) and the 

second, that of the other PGT, is the real output shaft. While the 

basic gear ratios of PGTs are determined for linear dependence of 

those shafts, by controlling the speed of generator, the speed of 

transmission output shaft is controlled – without a control system 
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and independently of the transmission input shaft speed. These 

transmissions promised to solve most of the problems associated 

with variable-speed transmissions including in automobiles and wind 

turbines. Moreover, it promises to achieve this with high 

efficiency (no friction element) and without speed control system! 

However, its output “free end” shaft runs at variable speed 

synchronous with an input speed. What to do with that shaft? It is 

a huge problem! That is why this type of transmissions has not been 

applied in industry. 

 

The applicant with his colleagues succseed to solve the problem of 

the “free shaft” [33] eliminating it by eliminating the 

intermediate gear from CGTs and, for the first time in history of 

Mechanical Engineering, obtained the series of ICTs with speeds of 

input and output shaft independent of each other – without a 

surplus shaft and without a control system. But, it is proved in 

the paper that the part of energy, which circulates inside the 

transmission, is huge in regard to the transfered energy, which 

lawfully is close to zero and that these transmissions, as well as 

the original ICTs [31,32], are practically unfeasible. 

 Summary of the invention 

The present invention refers to a hybrid transmissions able to 

transfer the power/energy from the variable speed input shaft 

connected to an input machine to the required variable speed of the 

output shaft connected to an output machine or propelling member – 

without any additional external shaft and without a control system. 

It mainly consits of two planetary gear trains mutually connected 

in parallel via two conventional gear transmissions and 

corresponding shafts, an electric motor, electric generator, and 

frequency converter. The independence of the speeds of the input 

and output shaft is achieved by determining the basic gear ratios 

of planetary gear trains for previously determined constant values 

of the speed ratios of planetary gear trains A and B shafts.  

When the basic performance of transmission is expanded with high 

voltage driving battery, DC/AC inverter and other corresponding 

mechanical and electric facilities, the novel, compentitive 

transmission is obtained intended for Plug-in hybrid electric 

vehicles. 
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When the transmission is additionally expanded with an AC/DC 

converter and corresponding mechanical and electric facilities the 

all-in-one hybrid electric vehicle is obtained able to charge the 

battery, besides in public charging stations, by the energy of 

input machine – in standstill or in ride. 

 

 Brief Description of Drawings 

 

- Figure 1 is the scheme of the basic performance of transmission. 

The speed of output shaft Sout is controlled by controlling the 

speed of motor shaft SM, independently of  the speed of input shaft 

Sin.  

- Figure 2 is the scheme of the basic performance of transmission 

with speed control system. For the speed of transmission output 

shaft, required by operator/driver, the transmission control unit 

TCU sends the signal of required speed nM of motor shaft to the 

controller of motor and to the TCU. Thus, the motor shaft is forced 

to run at the speed needed for output shaft to rotate at required 

speed, and TCU calculates the optimal speed of input machine shaft 

and by sending the control signals nG to generator controller GC and 

c to INM controller IC, forces the input machine shaft to run at 

optimal sped.   

-  Figure 3 presents the scheme of PHEV transmission based on the 

basic performance of transmission with control system  

-  Figure 4 presents schematically the transmission for all-in-one 

HEV. Besides the charging at public stations, the battery can be 

charged by the energy produced in the input machine – in standstill 

and in drive. 

-  Figure 5 presents schematically the example of application of 

the proposed hybrid transmission assigned for all-in-one hybrid 

electric automobile with internal combustion engine ICE as input 

machine. Both DMs have positive basic gear ratio, and in both of 

them, the central gears (shafts) 1A and 1B  are connected to C via 

shaft SAC and SBC, the central gear 3 (shafts) are connected  to D 

via shafts SAD and SBD, and the carrier of DM A is connected to the 

motor, and the carrier of DM B is connected to the output shaft Sout 

that delivers the energy to wheels via differential .   
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 Detailed description 

 

The technical problem described above is solved by novel design of 

a series of hybrid ICTs able to convert the arbitrary variable 

speed of the input shaft into the required arbitrary variable speed 

of the output shaft.  

 

The basic transmission, Figure 1, consists of mechanical and 

electric part. The mechanical part consists of two different 

planetary gear trains (PGTs), first A and second B, with three 

rotating shafts each, connected in parallel by means of two 

conventional gear trains (CGTs), first C and second D having two 

gears each. There are two external shafts, the input Sin connecting 

the first CGT C, i.e. its gear 1, and an input machine, and the 

transmission output shaft Sout connecting the PGT B and an output 

machine or proppeling member. There are six internal shafts: the 

first, SAC connecting the first PGT, A and the first CGT C, i.e. its 

gear 4; the second, SBC connecting the second PGT B and the first 

CGT C, i.e. to its gear 2; the third, hollow shaft SAD connecting 

the first PGT A and the second CGT D, i.e. its gear 4; the fourth, 

hollow shaft SBD connecting the second PGT B and the second CGT D, 

i.e. its gear 3; the fifth, SM passing through the third, hollow 

shaft SAD and connecting the first planetary gear train A and the 

motor M, and the sixth, SG connecting the first CGT C and the 

generator G. 

   

The mechanical part of hybrid transmission, as a whole, is an ICT, 

which means that the speeds of output shaft Sout and shaft SM are 

linearly dependent, i.e. by controlling one of those speeds, the 

other is controlled as well [31-33]. This feature is achieved by 

determining the basic gear ratios of planetary gear trains for 

previously determined constant values of the speed ratios of 

planetary gear trains A and B shafts. Commonly, by controlling the 

speed of SM shaft, e.g. by variable speed motor M, the speed of 

transmission output shaft Sout is controlled independently of the 

input shaft speed, because the third shaft of both PGTs rotate with 

speeds required to satisfy the kinematic conditions of PGTs, see 

bellow. The required speed of output machine shaft is achieved by 

the signal of required speed of motor shaft sent to its controller 

from operator’s control panel that converts the signal of shift of 
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accelerator pedal or similar member and converts it to the signal 

of transmission output shaft. The described flow and conversion of 

signals cannot be deemed as transmission control system, because 

there is no microprocessor – just one shift sensor and signal 

converter. The speed of output shaft can be simply controlled by 

rotating the shaft SM manually, e.g. by crank/handle. 

    

Furthermore, any machine or device with self-controlled speed can 

be connected to the output shaft Sout; in that case, the shaft of 

motor is forced to run at the speed determined by the speed ratio 

of these two shafts. This features of ICT is achieved by 

determining the basic gear ratios of PGTs A and B for previously 

determined speed ratios of the first shafts of PGTs, of the second 

shafts of PGTs A and B and of the third shafts of PGTs A and B 

[33,34]. Thus, the speeds of shafts Sout and SM depend solely on the 

speed of the shaft of the machine connected to one of them. 

Consequently, they are entirely independent of the input speed.  

 

The directions of mechanical power flows in Figure 1 and all other 

figures of this proposal, are marked with conventional arrows 

placed below the shafts, while the power flows of electric energy 

are marked with having dashed line, and their directions with 

arrows of dashed line. 

 

As well as the output shaft, the transmission input shaft can be 

connected to some machine or shaft with arbitrary, even random (as 

in case of wind turbine) speed. It follows from everything said 

above, i.e. from the basic feature of PGT with three rotating 

shafts (actually – differential mechanism): two shafts of PGT can 

rotate with arbitrary speeds, independent of each other, as long as 

its third shaft rotates at the speed that satisfies the kinematic 

conditions, i.e. the known Willis equation: 

 

  cg1 0 3 0 C1 0   cgn i n i n    

   

where ncg1, ncg3 and nC are the rotational speeds of the (shafts of 

the) first central gear, second central gear and carrier, 

respectively, and i0 is the basic gear ratio of PGT. To achieve the 

aim, i.e. to satisfy the constraints of PGT, it is necessary to:  
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 go by the rule of PGTs shaft powers: they are positive (input) 

for the same signs of the speed and torque, and negative 

(output) in the opposite case 

 choose the placement of PGTs shafts (addressing to shafts of 

CGTs and motor and output shaft) 

 distribute the speed and torque signs to obtain the required 

power flows 

 check whether at least one of PGTs shafts has a torque sign 

different of two rest 

 check whether at least one of PGTs shafts has a power sign 

different of two rest 

 derive the formulas for basic gear ratios of PGTs A and B as 

function of speed ratios of the first, second and third shafts 

of PGTs. It enables to 

 determine the ranges of the speed ratios  

 check whether the speeds of summation shafts of PGTs A and B 

lie between the speeds of the central gear shafts [34,35], 

meaning that at least one of the central gear shafts must have 

the same speed sign as the summation shaft 

 check for both A and B PGTs whether the power flow condition 

is satisfied, i.e. whether the speed ratio of central gears 

falls within allowable range for determined basic gear ratio 

and power flows of planetary gear train shafts   

 check whether those ranges of speed ratios are convenient for 

the planned transmission. 

 

The electric part of the hybrid transmission consists of electric 

motor M connected to the third shaft SM of planetary gear train A 

and, over frequency converter FC, fed by electric energy produced 

in generator G that is connected to the only output shaft SAC of 

planetary gear train A. In that, the frequency converter converts 

the variable frequency of generator current into the required 

frequency of motor current. 

 

Because the power of motor shaft is reduced in regard to the power 

of generator shaft for power losses in generator, motor, A and 

frequency converter, the second shaft SBD of B, via D and the second 

shaft SAD of A, delivers to A the required lack of power. It means 

that the energy of motor M circulates inside the transmission in 

the closed circle M–SM–A–SAC–SG–G–FC–M, the power of the shaft SBD 
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circulates inside the transmission in the closed circle SBD– SAD–A–

SAC–SBC–B–SBD and the power of input machine reaches the output 

shaft Sout reduced for the power delivered to A (which are the 

difference between powers of generator and motor) and neglectable 

power losses in B. Indeed, after solving the system of seven 

equations with seven unknown (the power of output shaft Sout is 

supposed to be known), and neglecting the high efficiencies of 

PGTs, CGTs and frequency converter, the efficiency ηht of hybrid 

transmission is found to be: 

 

ht G M   a   

    

where a is a constant depending on basic efficiencies of PGTs A and 

B, and is close to unity. 

 

It is worth noting that D can be placed to both sides of PGTs: 

right, as in Figure 1 or left. Also, instead placed as in Figure 1, 

the generator can be connected to the shaft of an additional gear 

mated with gear 2 of C. 

 

It is also notable that, due to continuous change of speed of 

control motor and due to inertia of rotating members of connected 

machines and transmission elements, the speed changes will always 

be continuous and smooth. 

 

The hybrid transmission described above, for the first time in 

history of Mechanical Engineering, enables power/energy transfer 

from an input machine of any shaft speed history to an output 

machine of any required shaft speed history, without a control 

system and any additional external shaft. It is self-sufficient, 

thus especially applicable in the areas without electric grid, such 

as deserts, near Earth poles, vehicles, etc.  

 

The basic transmission describe above is a great step award in the 

engineering field of power transmissions, but in the recent age of 

energy crisis and harmful emissions concerns, that is not enough. 

The efficiency of power train should be maximized and emission of 

harmful gasses reduced. That is not possible without a control 

system. Thus, the control system should be added to the hybrid 

transmission described above. Because the output machine speed 
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commonly varies as the operation requires, it is not possible to 

find the optimal speed for its maximum efficiency. Opposite, the 

input machine delivers as much power/energy as the output machine 

requires and, for that power, it is possible, by means of control 

system, to determine the optimal speed of input machine for maximum 

efficiency minimum, e.g. for minimum fuel consumption in the case 

of internal combustion engine, or maximum wind energy capture in 

the case of variable speed wind turbine. When the operation of 

output machine does not depend on the shaft speed, the optimization 

of both input and output machine is possible by using this 

transmission. In both cases, the speeds of input and output shaft 

are determined, and the shafts and gear of the D rotate in 

accordance with Willis equation, linearly dependent each of other. 

This transmission is also self-sufficient. 

 

The control system for optimization of input machine operation is 

simple. The signal s of the shift of accelerator pedal, measured by 

sensor, is sent to the signal converter SC, wherefrom, converted to 

the signal of speed of motor M shaft SM, is sent not only to the 

motor controller MC forcing its shaft to run at the speed needed 

for output machine OM or propelling member PM to run at required 

speed, but in the same time, to the input of transmission control 

unit TCU, which, on the basis of signals received from torque and 

speed sensors of transmission input shaft Sin, calculates the  

required power of input machine; for that power and optimal 

operation line (OOL) equation, built in its microprocesor, TCU 

calculates the optimum speed of input machine shaft Sin, calculates 

the required speed of generator G and sends the control signal to 

generator controller GC, forcing the input machine shaft to run at 

optimal speed for minimum fuel consumption, along with required 

speed of output machine, Figure 2. The transmission control unit 

sends also a signal c of required specific fuel consumption to the 

input machine controller IC, which compels the actuator of fuel 

addition to be set in the position that corresponds to the 

calculated value of optimal torque. For any speeds of transmission 

input and output shafts and motor and generator shafts, the rest 

shafts, i.e. the shafts of D, rotate at speeds taking rise from 

Willis equations. Obviously, the optimization of input machine does 

not affects the control of the transmission output shaft. Those two 

processes are muttually independent.  
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In Figure 2 and in any other figure of this proposal, the signal 

flows are marked with thin dotted line and their directions with 

thin  dotted line arrows. 

 

The transmission control system, instead maximum efficiency, can 

enable some other required feature of input machine, e g., constant 

power or torque, minimum emisssion of some harmful gas etc.  

 

The hybrid transmission proposed above can be be easily converted 

to the competitive transmission for Plug-in hybrid electric 

vehicles (PHEVs) able to power the vehicle either with the battery 

BAT or input machine INM, or both. Just the high voltage battery 

with inverter INV and some auxiliary facilities should be added, 

Figure 3. Temporary charged, the  battery delivers electric energy 

to motor via DC/AC inverter. Thus, in hybrid drive, when the 

vehicle is propelled by both mechanical and electric energy, the 

motor is fed by two AC energies of the same voltage and frequency. 

To sum these two AC electric energies, a PLL (phase locked loop) 

voltage-controlled oscillator is built-in that brings the inverter 

current frequency into phase lock with a signal of frequency 

converter current phase. So, two ACs with same voltage, frequency 

and phase are summed in the bus connector BUS wherefrom, as single, 

flows to A, via shaft SM, where is splitted in two parts: one part 

flows to generator via C and shaft SG, and back to motor, while the 

other, summed with input machine energy in C, via B, reaches the 

output shaft Sout. In such a way, the energy of input machine 

reaches the output shaft experiencing only the losses in B. In 

distinction to other PHEVs, it does not pass through any electric 

machine or facility. The optimization of input machine efficiency 

is carried out in the same way as in the basic version of the 

transmission. Also, on the basis of one of many strategies to find 

the optimal share of battery energy, the transmission control unit 

or vehicle computer, calculates the optimal power of battery for 

maximum efficiency of entire power train or minimum emission, and 

sends the control signal Pbat to battery controller BC. 

 

If the vehicle is propelled by only the ICE, the brake K and switch 

S1 are turned off, and clutch CL is turned on. The energy flow 
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scheme is identical to that in Figure. 2; the ICE operation is 

optimized, as in basic topology of transmission. 

 

When the vehicle is propelled by only the battery (commonly at low 

vehicle speed and in backward ride), the brake K and switch S1 are 

turned on, and the clutch CL is turned off; the energy flows from 

battery pack BAT and inverter INV to motor M wherefrom flowss 

through PGTs A via shaft SM, exits the A via shaft  SAD, flows to B 

via D and shaft SBD wherefrom flows to the output shaft Sout and 

propelling member PM. The speed of vehicle, i.e. the speed of 

transmission output shaft Sout is controlled in the same way as in 

the basic version of transmission: the signal of required speed is 

sent from SC to motor controller. The optimization of propelling 

electric motor is not possible, because its power is defined by the 

propelling member power demand and its speed is defined by the 

vehicle speed. In backward ride, the computer reverses the phase 

sequence to motor, applying negative torque to the wheels. 

 

By adding the rectifier REC, one more clutch CL2, two more brakes 

B2 and B3 and two more switches, S2 and S3, to the architecture of 

described PHEV, the transmission for all-in-one hybrid electric 

vehicle is obtained, Figure 4.  It operates as and has all the 

features of the proposed PHEV and an additional, capital feature: 

the ability to charge battery BAT in standstill or while riding – 

by input machine INM energy. In that way, the vehicle travelling 

range can be additionally significantly increased.  

 

When the battery is charged in ride, the part of electric energy 

produced in generator flows to the motor M and the rest charges the 

battery, which is disconnected from the inverter by turning off the 

switch S1, and connected to the generator G over the frequency 

converter, the rectifier REC and the switch S2. The fuel 

consumption is minimized in the same way as in PHEV, and the share 

of electric energy to charge the battery can be optimized as well.  

 

When the battery is charged in standstill, the clutch CL2 must be 

disengaged to prevent the energy to flow toward the wheels and the 

brakes K2 and K3 must be turned on to enable the PGTs to operate 

with two rotating shafts. Also, the switch S3 must be turned off to 

prevent the electric energy to reach the motor M. The energy of 

input machine INM, via PGTs A and B, shaft SG, generator, frequency 

converter FC and rectifier REC, is delivered to the battery BAT. In 

any mode of operation, except charging the battery by an external 

energy source, the auxiliary devices (like pumps, engine starter, 
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air condition, lighting, actuators etc.), can be fed from an 

ordinary, low voltage ordinary battery charged by the main, high 

voltage battery, over DC/DC converter. The clutch CL2 can be 

omitted to enable idle driving. 

 

Besides the optimization of input machine operation by sending the 

control signals to generator and input machine controller, and 

optimization of share of electric energy in hybrid drive by sending 

the control signal to battery controller, the transmission control 

unit outputs include the control signals for turning on/off the 

clutches, the switches and the brakes. When battery state of 

charging approaches the minimum allowed value, the transmission 

control unit turns off the battery and drive continues with only 

the ICE propelling. It also relays the control logic and interfaces 

with a number of other on board systems in real time; that is 

achieved by controller area network (CAN) bus technology, which 

guarantees that any message is simultaneously accepted either by 

all control nodes or by no node. 

 

 

 Industrial applicability 

 

The power flows of PGTs shafts are determined in the transmission. 

For that power flows, various designs of PGTs can be carried out by 

varying the distribution of their shafts. It mirrors in various 

ranges of basic gear ratios of PGTs. They can be less than zero, 

between zero and unity and greater than unity. For each of those 

ranges the infinitely great number of basic gear ratios can be 

chosen, depending on the application, i.e. on the speed ranges of 

the transmission input shaft/input machine and transmission output 

shaft/output machine or propelling member. Thus, it is to be 

expected that for any application, the corresponding design of the 

transmission can be carried out. That is why we are speaking on the 

series of transmissions.  

  

The basic designs of hybrid transmission proposed herein, Figures 1 

and 2, are applicable in all transmissions of power and motion 

where the need exists for converting the arbitrary variable speed 

of some shaft, including constant, into the required variable speed 

of some other shaft(s), including constant. As self-sufficient, 

they are especially applicable in the areas without electric grid, 
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such as deserts, near Earth poles, vehicles, etc. They are also 

applicable in industries of all types of vehicles (cars, trucks, 

busses, etc.), tool machines, wind turbines, sea waves and sea 

current turbines, automats, spacecraft and aircraft industries, 

etc. The application should be easy, because it does not require 

any new or expansive technology in design, production or operation. 

Moreover, beside the easy optimisation of the input machine and its 

own high efficiency, its primary advantage is avoiding modern speed 

control systems consisting mostly of high cost electronic 

equipment, thus making the power or motion system where it is built 

in highly competitive and reliable. 

 

The transmission for PHEVs, Figure 3, as well as the transmission 

intended for all-in-one hybrid electric vehicles, is applicable in 

all kinds of vehicles, especially in automobiles. 

 

It is the first time in history of power transmissions that the 

transmission with two external shafts is proposed able to transfer 

the energy from the arbitrary variable speed of the input machine 

shaft into the variable output speed (including constant) of the 

output machine shaft, realised without a speed control system. That 

itself is an advantage. Since the control system reduces 

reliability and increases the cost of transmission, it is 

anticipated for the proposed transmission to be accepted by 

transmission designers to use it in a wide field of applications. 

 

When the speed control system is added to the basic performance of 

transmission, the input machine is enabled to be set to run at the 

optimal speed, i.e. is with highest power efficiency, regardless 

the speed and power of the output shaft. Because of that and 

because the efficiency of PGTs with three rotating shafts is always 

higher than its basic efficiency, the efficiency of transmission is 

very high, which leads to reduction of harmful gasses. Beside the 

optimization of driving machine, it is important to stress some of 

the features of the proposed transmission: i) it is independent of 

any external energy source; the fuel tank is the single energy 

source, thus the transmission is self-sufficient/standalone, 

universally applicable, especially proper in remote sites without 

an electric grid and in vehicles, ii) by changing the shaft 

distribution of PGTs (their addressing to the shafts of motor, 
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generator and input and output machine), its type, the sign and 

value of its basic gear ratio and the sign of speed of its 

particular shafts, the wide range of transmission ratios can be 

achieved; thus the transmission covers the most of possible 

applications that require variable transmission ratio. 

 

When a high voltage high power battery, phase synchroniser and bus 

are added to the basic performance of transmission with control 

system, the advanced hybrid transmission suitable for Plug-in 

hybrid electric vehicles is obtained. It has the following 

advantages in regard to the transmissions of existing PHEVs: i) 

higher efficiency, not only due to optimization of the driving 

machine fuel consumption, but also because there is no double 

energy conversion from AC to DC current and opposite in any mode of 

operation; ii) the optimization of input machine operation and 

overall energy efficiency is instantaneous, because two electric 

machines forces the shafts to run optimally, in the same time; iii) 

beside the PHEV itself reduces the harmful gasses emission, the 

reduction is achieved also by optimization of the engine operation 

and overall efficiency; iv) except the losses in motor energy 

circulating inside the transmission, there is no double conversion 

from mechanical to electric energy in any mode of operation; v) the 

transmission operates actually as CVT, without a clutch pedal and 

without high cost and energy consuming variator; v) the 

transmission operates similar to automatic transmission, but 

without a high cost and energy waste torque converter and without 

multiple clutches and brakes; vi) the transmission allows the 

removal of alternator; engine starting is accomplished by high 

voltage battery, over electric motor; vii) when starts in hybrid 

mode, the acceleration of vehicle is very high.  

 

When rectifier, one more clutch and two more brakes are added to 

the transmission, the novel, all-in-one hybrid transmission is 

obtained, which, besides the advantages stated above, enables 

charging the battery with energy of input machine – in standstill 

and in a ride.  

 

Compared with existing transmissions of HEVs, the reliability of 

the transmission proposed herein is higher, because the reliability 
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of electric motor and generator is higher than reliability of 

electric motor –generators. 

 

The transmission for particular application should follow the rules 

of profession. It means that, for the certain distribution of 

shafts of PGTs (their addressing to the shafts of CGTs) and power 

flows, to realize the feasible transmission, the directions of 

shaft rotations, the speed ratios of CGTs and PGTs shafts and the 

values of basic gear ratios of PGTs should be harmonized. 

 

The applications of the proposed transmission can be realized with 

all kinds of planetary mechanisms with two degrees of freedom 

(three rotating shafts): gear (with cylindrical or bevel gears with 

external or internal teeth), traction or chain, simple (with two 

central gears) or composed in any way. As appropriate, each version 

of the proposed transmission applies also for the hydraulic pump or 

compressor instead the electric generator, and hydraulic or 

pneumatic motor instead the electric motor. 

 

The electric machines use alternating current (AC) of high voltage, 

commonly 360 V, and variable frequency. 

 

 

 Example 

Transmission for all-in-one hybrid electric vehicle intended for 

automobiles   

The performance of the transmission is schematically presented in 

Figure 5. The input machine is internal combustion engine ICE. Both 

PGTs have the positive basic gear ratio, which means that the 

planets should be placed in two planes. The central gears 1A and 1B 

are connected to C, i.e. to the gears 2 and 1 via shafts SAC and SBC; 

the central gears 3A and 3B are connected to D via shafts SAD and 

SBD; the carrier CA is connected to the motor shaft SM, and the 

carrier CB to the transmission output shaft Sout.  

 

In hybrid mode of driving, the ICE energy and battery energy are 

summed in B and delivered to the wheels via transmission output 

shaft Sout and the differential (which is not drawn in Figure 5). 

The battery BAT feeds the motor M with energy converted in inverter 
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INV from DC to AC. This energy flows from motor to B over A and 

CGTs C and D. This energy, summed with internal combustion engine 

ICE energy in B, is delivered to the wheels via the transmission 

output shaft Sout and differential.   

 

As described in the Section Solution to problem, the speed of the 

vehicle, i.e. the peripheral speed of its wheels, that is the speed 

of the transmission output shaft Sout, is controlled by motor M, the 

speed of which shaft SM is controlled by motor controller MC that 

receives the signal nM of the required shaft speed from signal 

converter SC, which converts the signal s of driver’s 

speed/accelerator pedal shift into the signal nM of the motor shaft 

speed, which determines the vehicle speed. The described vehicle 

speed control applies for any mode of driving. The optimization of 

internal combustion engine carries out for any mode of driving, 

except for only electric drive. That optimization is described 

above, in the Section Detailed description.  

 

All operations of the transmission for all-in-one hybrid electric 

vehicle, described in the Section Detailed description apply also 

for this example transmission. The only difference is that input 

machine is defined as internal combustion engine and the propelling 

members are the wheels.  

 

 Reference Signs List 

1 – cylindrical gear 1 

2 – cylindrical gear 2 

3 – cylindrical gear 3 

4 – cylindrical gear 4 

1A – central gear of A 

1B – central gear of B 

2A – planet 2 of A 

2A’ – planet 2’ of A 

2B – planet 2 of B 

2B’ – planet 2’ of B 

3A – planet 3 of A 

3B – planet 3 of B 

A – planetary gear train A  

B – planetary gear train B  
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BC – battery controller 

BUS – bus  

BAT – battery  

C – conventional gear train C  

CGT – conventional gear train 

CL – clutch 

CL2 – clutch 2 

c – signal of position of fuel addition actuator of input machine  

D – conventional gear train D  

FC – frequency converter  

G – generator  

GC – generator controller  

IC – input machine controller 

ICT – independently controllable transmission 

INM – input machine  

INV – inverter  

K – brake 

K2 – brake 2 

M – motor 

MC – motor controller 

nG – signal of the speed of generator shaft SG 

nM – signal of the speed of motor shaft SM  

OM – output machine  

Pbat – signal for battery power 

PGT – planetary gear train 

A – planetary gear train A 

B – planetary gear train B 

PLL – frequency equaliser 

PM – propelling member 

REC – rectifier 

S – speed sensor 

s – pedal shift signal 

S – speed sensor 

SAC – shaft connecting A and C 

SAD – shaft connecting A and D  

SBC – shaft connecting B and C 

SBD – shaft connecting B and D 

SC – signal converter 
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SG – generator shaft 

Sin – input shaft of the transmission  

SM – motor shaft  

Sout – output shaft of the transmission  

T – torque sensor 
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Claims 

Claim 1. Hybrid transmission with input and output speeds 

independent of each other, 

  

characterised in that  

 

it has two external shafts, thereof an input shaft of arbitrary 

speed connecting an input machine shaft (Sin) and a first 

conventional gear transmission (C) and an output shaft (Sout) of 

arbitrary speed connecting a second planetary gear train (B) and an 

output machine or propelling member;   

 

and in that, it consists of   

- two planetary gear trains (A) and said (B) with three rotating 

shafts each, 

o first internal shaft (SAC) connecting the first planetary gear 

(A) train and the said first conventional gear transmission 

(C), that is its gear (2); 

 

o second internal shaft (SBC) connecting the said second 

planetary gear train (B) and the first conventional gear 

transmission (C), that is its gear (1); 

 

o third internal, hollow shaft (SAD) connecting the first 

planetary gear train (A) and the second conventional gear 

transmission (D), that is its gear (4); 

 

o fourth internal, hollow shaft (SBD) connecting the second 

planetary gear train (B) and the second conventional gear 

transmission (D), that is its gear (3); 

 

o fifth internal shaft (SM) passing through the third, internal 

hollow shaft (SAD) and connecting the first planetary gear 

train (A) and the motor (M); and 

 

o said transmission output shaft (Sout) passing through the 

fourth internal, hollow shaft (SBD) and connecting the second 

planetary gear train (B) and the output machine or propelling 

member;   
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mutually connected in parallel by means of two conventional gear 

trains (C) and (D) that consist of two gears each; and 

 

- sixth internal shaft (SG) connecting the first conventional gear 

transmission (C), that is its gear (2) and the generator (G); 

 

- said motor (M); 

 

- said generator (G); and 

 

- frequency converter (FC) that receives from the said generator 

the alternating current of variable frequency, and delivers it to 

the motor – with required frequency, 

 

enabling, for correctly chosen basic gear ratios of planetary gear 

trains (A) and (B), linear dependence of the speeds of shafts (SM) 

and (Sout), and consequently the control of the speed of 

transmission output shaft (Sout) by controlling the speed of the 

fifth internal shaft (SM), that is of the motor (M) shaft. 

 

Claim 2. Hybrid transmission with input and output speeds 

independent of each other, according to claim 1, 

  

characterised in that:      

  

- the signal converter (SC) receives the signal (s) of the 

accelerator pedal shift, converts it into the signal (nM) of the 

speed of motor (M) shaft, that is of the speed of the fifth 

internal shaft (SM), needed for transmission output shaft (Sout) to 

rotate with required speed, and sends the said control signal (s) 

to the controller (MC) of the motor (M) forcing the motor to run 

the shaft (SM) with speed determined by the said signal (s), which 

is also sent to the transmission control unit (TCU); 

 

- the speed of the transmission input shaft (Sin), that is the speed 

of the input machine shaft (Sin), is controlled by the transmission 

control unit (TCU), which   
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o receives the signal (nM) of the speed of the fifth internal 

shaft (SM) from the signal converter (SC) and the signals of 

speed (nin) and torque (Tin) of the transmission input shaft 

(Sin), measured by speed (S) and torque (T) sensors;  

 

o calculates the optimum speed and corresponding torque, power 

and specific fuel consumption of the said transmission input 

shaft for minimum fuel consumption of the input machine (INM) 

and the required speed of the sixth internal shaft (SG), that 

is of the generator shaft, on the basis of the map with 

optimal operation line of said input machine operation; and  

 

o sends the control signal (nG) of a required generator shaft 

speed to the generator controller (GC) and the control signal 

(c) of a required position of actuator of input machine fuel 

addition to the input machine controller (IC), thus forcing an 

input machine to operate with minimum fuel consumption for any 

speed of transmission output shaft. 

 

Claim 3. Hybrid transmission with input and output speeds 

independent of each other, as defined in claim 2, 

  

characterised in that      

  

- the high voltage driving battery (BAT) is added to the 

transmission defined in the claim 2 that, via the inverter (INV), 

the phase synchroniser (PLL) and the bus (BUS), delivers the 

electric energy to the motor (M); 

 

- in hybrid mode of drive, the motor (M) delivers the mechanical 

energy, over the shaft (SM), the first planetary gear train (A), the 

first internal shaft (SAC), the first conventional gear transmission 

(C), the second internal shaft (SBC), the second planetary gear 

train (B) and the transmission output shaft (Sout) to the propelling 

member (PM) of the vehicle - together with mechanical energy 

delivered by the input machine (INM) via the planetary gear train 

(B); 

 

- in only electric mode of drive, the input machine (INM) is set 

off by turning off the clutch (CL) and turning on the brake (K), 
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making the both planetary gear trains (A) and (B) to operate with 

two rotating shafts with constant speed ratio, thus turning off the 

generator (G) as well; the electric energy delivered to the motor 

(M) by battery (BAT) flows over the shaft (SM), the first planetary 

gear train (A), the second conventional gear transmission (D), the 

fourth internal, hollow shaft (SBD), the second planetary gear train 

(B) and the transmission output shaft (Sout) toward the propelling 

member (PM); and 

 

- in only mechanical mode of drive, the switch (S1) is turned off, 

and both planetary gear trains operate with three rotating shafts 

and in that the mechanical energy produced in input machine (INM) 

flows, over planetary gear train (B), directly to the propelling 

member, because the the energy entering the conventional gear 

transmission (D) over the fourth internal, hollow shaft (SBD) 

circulates inside the transmission in the closed circle shaft (SBD) 

- conventional gear transmission (D) - planetary gear train (A) - 

shaft (SAC) - conventional gear transmission (C) - shaft (SBC) -

planetary gear train (B) - shaft (SBD). 

 

Claim 4. Mechanical transmission with independently controllable 

output speed(s), according to any of the previous claims,  

 

characterised in that   

 

- the rectifier (REC), two brakes, (K2) and (K3), clutch (CL2) and 

two switches are added to the transmission defined in the claim 3 

enabling charging the battery (BAT) by input machine (INM); 

 

- when charging the battery by input machine (INM) in drive, the 

clutches (CL) and (CL2) and switches (S2) and (S3) are turned on, 

while the brakes (K) and (K2) and switch (S1) are turned off and 

energy of input machine (INM) flows to battery (BAT) over the shaft 

(Sin), the shaft (SBC), the planetary gear train (B), the shaft 

(SBD), the shaft (SAD), the planetary gear train (A), the shaft 

(SAC), the shaft ((SG), the generator, the frequency converter (FC), 

the rectifier (REC) and the switch (S2);    
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- when charging the battery (BAT) in standstill, the clutch (CL), 

the brakes (K2) and (K3) and the switch (S2) are turned on, while 

the brake (K), the clutch (CL2) and the switches (S1) and (S3) are 

turned off; and 

 

- optimization of the input machine (INM) is carried out in hybrid 

and only mechanical modes of drive as well as in charging the 

battery (BAT) in drive, while the optimization of battery power is 

possible only in hybrid drive. 
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Abstract 

The present invention refers to a hybrid transmissions able to 

transfer the power/energy from the variable speed input shaft 

connected to an input machine to the required variable speed of the 

output shaft connected to an output machine or propelling member – 

without any additional external shaft and without a control system. 

It mainly consits of two planetary gear trains mutually connected 

in parallel via two conventional gear transmissions and 

corresponding shafts, an electric motor, electric generator, and 

frequency converter. When the control system is added to basic 

design of the presented invention, the optimization of input 

machine operation is enabled. When such performance of transmission 

is expanded with high voltage driving battery and DC/AC inverter, 

the novel transmission is obtained intended for Plug-in hybrid 

electric vehicles. When the transmission is additionally expanded 

with an rectifier and corresponding mechanical and electric 

facilities the all-in-one hybrid electric vehicle is obtained able 

to charge the battery by the energy of input machine – in 

standstill or in ride. 
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